Properties of reach-related neuronal activity in cortical area 7A.
1. In protocol 1, two macaque monkeys were trained to reach to illuminated buttons with the right arm as reach-related unit activity was monitored in area 7a of the left hemisphere. 2. Of 402 neurons recorded in area 7a, 109 changed their discharge rates during the reach task. The change could occur early or late in the trajectory, or during the return movement of the arm to the rest plate. Spatial preferences were seen in 59/109 reach-related cells, usually for the right or center buttons. 3. In protocol 2, another monkey was trained to reach with either arm to targets displayed on a touch-sensitive video monitor. Of 273 neurons sampled in area 7a (both hemispheres) during the bilateral task performance, 84 were reach-related: 33 responded similarly to reaches of either arm. Most of the rest had a contralateral arm preference. When bilateral reach-related cells had a spatial preference, that preference was the same for both arms. 4. With the use of two target sequences in either protocol, it was found that spatial preferences were observable only for primary reaches from the side of the body up to the target. Relatively few cells responded to other trajectories, and those that did usually failed to discriminate movement direction. Movement extent did not influence discharge rates. 5. Although a total of 125/270 reach cells had observable visual responses, only 4 out of 18 cells tested in both dark and light conditions showed a significant drop in reach-related activity in the dark. Thus visual input from the moving hand probably is responsible for only part of the reach activity in area 7a. 6. Reach-related activity in area 7a appears to signal specific phases of the motor performance and is often restricted to distinct spatial regions. As such, it could be used by the frontal lobe to facilitate upcoming elements of a motor sequence, including terminal corrections.